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Members win with fee cuts as  
Aware Super breaks through $150bn 

 

Less than a year after Aware Super was created through the mergers of First State Super, VicSuper and 
WA Super, members are seeing first-hand some of the benefits to come from the scale of the fund, now 
that both mergers are complete.  

Over the past 12 months, Aware Super has grown to $150bn in funds under management. During that 
time it has passed on signficant savings to members including a 20 per cent reduction in administration 
fees for VicSuper accumulation members, who joined the fund in last year’s merger. 

Aware Super pension members have also benefitted from an average reduction in fees of approximately 
10 per cent. 

Aware Super Chief Executive Officer Deanne Stewart said these savings were just some of the benefits that 
size and scale could provide to members. 

She said reaching the $150bn milestone was an important one for the Fund, as it created more 
opportunities to deliver better long-term retirement outcomes through strong returns and lower fees. 

”We know that size and scale are critical drivers to delivering better long-term retirement outcomes for 
our members,” Ms Stewart said. ”As we grow, we are able to leverage our scale to drive down costs to 
members, maintain our record of top performance and expand the range of products, guidance, advice 
and education services that we can provide. 

”Through our increased scale we are also in a position to in-source our member administration and 
deliver market-leading digitial services to ensure our members can access simple, streamlined support. 

”Our aim is to ensure our members can access the best financial education, advice and guidance when 
and how they need it, all while enjoying top-10 performance and low fees. 

”To ensure that we deliver for our members, many of whom will be with us for the next 50 years or more, 
in the long-term, we must continue to seek opportunities for organic and inorganic growth. Aware Super 
has already been an active merger participant over the past two years and we expect this to continue.” 

Aware Super Chief Investment Officer Damian Graham has overseen the Fund’s nearly $100bn growth in 
funds under management over the past five years. 

He said as Aware Super continued to grow, it provided unique investment challenges and opportunities. 

”Over the past five years we made some significant changes to how we invest, to ensure that our strategy 
continues to deliver top-10 returns at the lowest possible cost,” Mr Graham said. ”We have been 
particularly focused on expanding our internal capability and delivering more direct investments such as 
our significant essential worker affordable housing portfolio and our recent acquisition of Vocus. 

”While this has helped us to get where we are today, we will need to continue to adapt and change our 
approach as we grow to be a $250bn-plus fund in the future. 
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”This will mean continuing to develop our internal capability and building out our team both in Australia 
and globally. We will also look to expand our portfolio within Australia and internationally. This trend has 
already started, as demonstrated by some of our recent investments in multi-family housing projects in 
Spain and the US, and our increased exposure to renewables and new technologies globally. 

”Recent changes to our Lifecycle products, where we are better aligning our investment approach to our 
members’ age and risk tolerance, demonstrate how we are using our scale to invest differently.  

”Through these changes we are supporting our members to build their savings during the accumulation 
phase, and protect our retiree members from market volatility and fluctuations, delivering better long-
term outcomes. 

”Guided by our commitment to do well for our members while doing good in their community, over the 
next five years we expect to continue to adapt our approach to secure more large-scale global and 
domestic opportunities, while continuing to make a positive impact on the communities where our 
members live, work and retire.” 

Media enquiries: 
Di Lloyd, Senior Manager External Affairs, 0419 177 599, media@aware.com.au  

 
Note to editors: 
Previously known as First State Super we changed our name to Aware Super in September 2020. 

Aware Super is a name that reflects our members and what we stand for. It echoes the strengths of 
our past, aligning to our purpose to be a force for good in superannuation, retirement, and advice, 
driving better outcomes for our members, their families, and communities. 

Aware Super has been the fund for people who value community since 1992, and we’re now one of 

Australia’s largest funds and continuing to grow. We merged with VicSuper and WA Super last year 
and now manage $150 billion in savings for more than 1 million members located across the country. 

Our members work in roles that breathe life into their communities and they expect us to do the same.  
So, we invest in assets that we believe will make a positive difference today – improving our communi-
ties, building a more a sustainable economy and supporting employment both locally and globally at 
the same time as providing strong long-term returns. 

Discover how we’re helping members do well financially while doing good in the world: Visit 
aware.com.au. 
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